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The Ambrosetti-Prodi boundary value problem with an asymptotically linear 
nonlinearity is considered. Un er general conditions on the nonlinearity it s hown 
that here exist positive andnegative solutions. I  the case when the domain is a 
ball in R” and the nonlinearity “crosses” thefirst n eigenvalues, corresponding to 
radial eigenfunctions, it is proved that here are at least n + 1 radial solution. 
0 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
Let D c RN be a bounded smooth domain. Let 1, < 1, < ‘. < il, < . *. 
denote the igenvalues of -A on Q with Dirichlet boundary condition and
4, > 0 an eigenfunction corresponding to 1,. We consider the Ambrosetti- 
Prodi problem 
-Au =f(x, u) + h(x) +Q,(x) in Sz, u=O 0niX2, (1,) 
where hE C(d), lhd, =0, and f: fi xR + R is a continuous f nction such 
that here exist the limits 
lim f(x’ ‘)=f 
s f 
uniformly forXE~, with (2) s-km 
f-<Al<f,, f+ zAj. (3) 
We assume without loss of generality that f(x, 0) E 0. 
In Section 1 of the present paper we shall show that for t< 0 sufficiently 
large problem (1,) possesses a large positive solution and a large negative 
solution. We remark that for aspecial class ofproblems (1,) existence of a 
negative solution was first observed byLazer-McKenna [3]. Subsequent- 
ly, Ambrosetti Cl]and Solimini [S], again for aspecial class ofproblems 
(1,) proved the xistence of both anegative anda positive solution f rt< 0 
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sufficiently large. In [Z], one of the authors proved existence of a negative 
solution for a general c ass of Ambrosetti-Prodi p blems including the
superlinear case. At present wedo not know whether a positive solution 
exists inthe case of nonlinearities f which grow more rapidly than linear. 
In Section 2 we consider the case when R is a ball and f is a C’ function 
which does not depend explicitely on n. Let us denote by p1 < pL2 < . . the 
eigenvalues of -A acting onthe radial functions f H;(Q). (It is well 
known that 11, = 1,). We assume there that he limits below exist and 
satisfy 
f- 5 lim f’(s) <pl, pL,<f+- lim f’(s)<j~,+~, n>l. (4) 
s- -Lx s- +m 
It is then proved that for t < 0 sufficiently large(1,) possesses a radial 
positive solution U, and a radial negative solution u,.It is also proved that 
given any c # 0 there exists a radial solution u of the quation i (1,) such 
that u- c E HA(Q) and u - U, has at least n “nodal lines.” More precisely 
there are at least n concentric spheres where the function u - U, vanishes. 
In Section 3 we prove under the same assumptions f the previous sec- 
tion that problem (1,) has at least n + 1 radial solutions fort < 0 suf- 
ficiently large. Here we use a shooting argument ina manner similar to the 
work of Lazer-McKenna [4]. In their paper they treated a two-point 
boundary value problem, which is the o.d.e. analogue of(1,), with -Au 
replaced by -a”. Our analysis would correspond i  their case to looking 
for solutions which are symmetric with respect to the middle point of the 
interval. Without this assumption of symmetry they can actually obtain 2
solutions. We believe that his is also true in the p.d.e. case because w are 
in fact crossing also anumber of eigenvalues thatcorrespond to non-radial 
eigenfunctions. As a matter of fact we prove in Section 4 that his is the 
case when N = 3. Finally weobserve that in the case when G is a region 
between two concentric spheres there are at least 2nsolutions forproblem 
(1 t), t < 0 large. 
1. EXISTENCE OF LARGE POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE SOLUTIONS 
In this ection welet Sz c RN be an arbitrary bounded smooth domain. 
Let A,<&< ... <&< *.. denote the eigenvalues of -A on Q with 
Dirichlet boundary condition and4, > 0 an eigenfunction corresponding to 
2,. We consider the Ambrosetti-Prodi p blem 
-Au =f(x, u) + h(x) + tc#l(x) in 52, u=O on asz, (1,) 
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where h~C(a), j/+,=0, andf: DxR -+ R is a continuous f nction such 
that f(x, 0) 3 0 and there exist the limits 
lim f(x’ ‘) =f f, uniformly forXE~, with S’*cc s (2) 
We shall show that for t< 0 sufficiently largeproblem (1,) possesses a 
large positive solution and a large negative solution. To that end consider 
the related problems 
-du=f,u+~(x,u+aq5,)+h in Q, o=O on 352 (uER), (1’) 
where <(x,.s)=f(x,~)-(f+,s+-f-s-), so that 
lim ‘(XT ‘) =0 uniformly forx E Q. (4) ISI - ‘x s 
Denote by S’(a) the set of solutions f (1’) and let M’(cr)=sup(Iloll,~: 
uES*(a)}. 
LEMMA 1. lim,,, -coM’(a)/a = 0. 
Proof: We shall consider only the case of M+(a), the other case being 
entirely similar. Anysolution u E S+(a) is a solution of the equation u =
K, [5(., u +atil) + h], where K, . L2(Q) + L2(Q) is the resolvent operator 
K, =(-A-f+)-’ (which exists inview of (3)). Asit is well known, K,: 
C’(Q) + C’(Q) is a bounded operator and, therefore, any ohs+ 
satisfies 
or yet, since one has by (4) that /5(x, s)/ <E/s[ + c, for all XEQ, SE R, 
where E> 0 can be chosen arbitrarily (and c, depends only on E), 
I141c16c+CE ll4e+E I4 ll~lIl~+c,+ ll4lel. 
Choosing E >0 so that 1- c, E > 4 one obtains 
I141C~~2c+~ I4 Il~Ill~+2c+(ce+ IVIICJ)~ 
from which the claim follows readily. i 
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THEOREM 1. Suppose that (2) and (3) hold. Then there xists o< 0 such 
that for all t < t,, problem (1,) has a positive solution U,and a negative 
solution u,satisfying 
Proof. Let q > 0 be such that w+ til > 0 for all w satisfying 11 w[IC~ <q, 
WI&Z =O. By Lemma 1 there xists a,>0 such that M+(a)<qa for all 
a > aO, that is, 
l141cl 6 w (6) 
for any solution u f (1,’ ), a2 aO. For any such v, in view of the choice ofq 
and the fact that IIv/aII =I <q, we have that 
Uzv+a#,=a E+q4, >O. 
( 1 
(7) 
So U is a positive solution of the problem 
-du=f+(u-a4,)+<(x,u)+h+aA,q5, in 52, u=O on asz, 
for aB a,,, that is, U is a positive solution of ( 1,) for t = a(k, -f+ ) 6 
aO(A1 -f+) E to’. And, in view of (6) and (7) U/t satisfies th  inequality 
Similarly, we prove the existence of a negative solution u, of (1,) for 
t 6 -a,(l, -f- ) = to satisfying 
The proof is complete byletting t, =min{ t$ , to } and noting that he 
chosen q > 0 can be taken arbitrarily small. 1
2. THE CASE WHEN Q Is A BALL 
We now let Q be the unit ball B= B,(O)c RN and consider the 
Ambrosetti-Prodi p blem 
-du=f(u)+h+ tq5l in B, u=O on aB, (8,) 
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where hE C(B) is agiven radial function with Jh4, =0 andf: R + R is aC’ 
function satisfying f(0)=0, 
lim f’(s) =f- < fil, pL,< lim f’(s)~f+<p,+~,n>l. (9) s+--00 s- +m 
Here we are denoting by,u, =II, < p2 < . . . the igenvalues of -A acting 
on the radial functions f HA(B), that is, the igenvalues of the problem 
N-l -u”-- u’ s pu, O<r<l, u’(O)=u(l)=O. 
r (10) 
As it is well known, these eigenvalues are given by pj = v,2, where the v;s 
are the positive zeros of the Bessel function JcN-Z),,,, and corresponding 
eigenfunctions are given by #j(r) = F(“‘-~)‘~J~~- 2j,2(vjr). 
THEOREM 2. Under assumption (9), there xists t, < 0 such that for all 
t < t, problem (8,) has a radial positive solution U,and a radial negative 
solution u,satisfying (5). 
Proof: In view of Theorem 1there exists ,, <0 such that for all td to 
problem (8,) has a positive solution U, and a negative solution u, satisfying 
(5). It remains toshow that both U, and u, are radial functions fortd t, 
sufficiently large. Indeed, letting z, =aU,/aw denote any angular derivative 
of U,, z, satisfies -AZ,= f ‘( U,)z, in B, z, =0 on aB. Therefore if w assume 
that z, ~6 0, z, is an eigenfunction of theabove problem corresponding to 
the eigenvalue 1 = dj (f'( U,)). But then the fact hat U,(x) -+ +co for all 
XE B and the Lebesgue dominated convergence th orem imply that 
f’(U,)-f, in L’,p>l, and hence that l=,$(f’(U,))-+lj(f+)=lj/f+ as 
t + -co, which is a contradiction. S milarly we show that U, is a radial 
function for t< t, sufficiently large. 1 
Now we make the change of (dependent) variables u = w+ U, to rewrite 
problem (8,) as 
-Aw=f(w+ U,)-f(U,) in B, w=O on aB, 
or yet as 
-Aw=f+ w+g(w+ U,)-g(U,) in B, w=O on aB, (11,) 
where g(s) =f(s) -f+s. Notice that, in view of (9), g: R + R is a C’ 
function satisfying 
lim g’(s) =f- -f+, lim g’(s) = 0. (12) s- --m x- +m 
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On the other hand, given 0# CE R, let us define the function 
- JcN-2u2(Jf +r) V(r) =- 
r(Hr2)‘2 J,,-,,,,(Jf +) ’
r= 1x1. 
Then it is easy to see that Vis a solution of the problem 
v=c on aB, (13) 
and, since v, < by (9), V vanishes on the nconcentric spheres 
r=rj=vjJJft (j= l,...,n) in B.
THEOREM 3. Suppose (9) holds and let 0 # CE R be given. Then there 
exists i=i(F) < 0 such that for all t< iproblem 
-Au=f(u)+h+td, in B, u=E on f3B, (14*,,) 
has a radial solution U with the property hat U- U, vanishes onn concentric 
spheres inB. 
Proof We want to find aradial solution w of (1 l,), with the boundary 
condition replaced by w = E on aB, and such that w vanishes on n concen- 
tric spheres inB. Since the function V has this latter p operty and its n
zeros in (0, 1) (as afunction of r) are all simple, it suffices to find asolution 
z of the problem 
-Az=f+z+g(z+i?+ U,)-g(U,) in B, z=O on aB, (15,) 
with llzlI~<s, s=.?(C) sufficiently small, for then U=z+ U+ U, is a 
solution of (14,C) with the desired property that U- U, = z + 17 vanishes on 
n concentric spheres inB. (We point out that he same argument used in 
the proof of Theorem 2shows that he solutions f (15,) are radial for t< 0 
sufficiently large). So Lemma 2 below concludes theproof. 
LEMMA 2. Given E> 0 there xists i=i(E) such that for all t< iproblem 
(15,) has a unique solution z satisfying l]zlle< E.
Proof We observe that solving (15,) is equivalent to solving the 
operator equation 
z = KG,(z) = T,(z), 
where K: L2( B) -+ Z-Ih( B) is the resolvent operator K = ( -A -f + ) ~ ’ and G, 
is the Nemytskii operator associated withthe function g(z+ v(r) + U,(r)) - 
g( U,(r)). We also bserve that he regularity theory for elliptic equations 
implies that K maps LP(B) continuously intoW2,p(B) and (12) implies that 
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G, maps LP(B) continuously intoitself, so that T, maps LP(B) into W2*p(B). 
Given the ball B,(O) in C’(B), weshall show that for t< 0 sufficiently large
we have T,(B,(O)) c B,(O) and T, is a contraction. Indeed, fixing p >N/2 
and using the Sobolev imbedding theorem, wehave 
II Tt(z)ll e 6 4 T,(z)11 w.~=cllKG,(z)ll w~.p 6 amt. IlG,(z)ll Lp, 
and llG(z)ll U + 0 as t -+ ---co uniformly forzE B,(O), since w can estimate 
l/G,(z)llU < d(t) l/z + fill@, where d(t) --f 0 as t + ---GO. (In computing 
jIG,(z)/l, apply the mean value theorem for the function g and use the 
Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, keeping in mind that 
z+V+U,-+ +co pointwisely in B and that g’(s)--+0 as s-,+co.) 
Therefore, TI(BE(0)) c B,(O) for t< 0 sufficiently large. 
Similarly, for arbitrary z,,z2 E B,(O), wehave the estimate IIT, - 
T,(z,)lle<const. IlG,(z,) - Gl(z2)llU < const.6(t)liz, -z2(le,where6(t) -+O 
as t + --co, sothat T,: B,(O) -+ B,(O) is a contraction for t<0 sufficiently 
large. The proof is complete. 1 
Remark. It should be pointed out that we stated and proved Theorem 3
as a p.d.e. result, ignoring for the time being its natural l-dimensional 
character (i.e., search ofradial solutions i  a ball). The reason for that is 
the fact hat indeed, for an arbitrary bounded smooth domain $2, 
Theorem 3has the following a alogue which we now describe. 
For given 0 # c E R, let v,. denote the solution of the problem - dv = f + v 
in Q, v = c on &2 (i.e., v, = -d( -d -f+)-‘c). Suppose that for some 
C # 0, 17 =vt satisfies th  condition that VU(X) #0 whenever V(x) =0, that is, 
the graph of V is transversal to Szx(0 > at the points of M x (O), where 
M= {x E IR 16(x) = 0} is the “null manifold” of V. Let m be the number of 
components of$2. Then, for t< 0 sufficiently large(and under hypotheses 
(9)) there exists a olution u of the problem 
--Au =f(u) +h + tfjl in !2, u=c on X2, 
such that u- U, has at least m “nodal lines”, that is, the null manifold of
u - U, has at least m components. 
3. EXISTENCE OFMANY SOLUTIONS 
In this ection weconsider again the case when 52 is the unit ball B= 
B,(O) c RN and prove under the same assumption (9) of the previous sec- 
tion that he Ambrosetti-Prodi problem (8,) has at least n + 1 radial 
solutions fort< 0 sufficiently large. For that matter weshall use ashooting 
argument asin [S]. 
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It should be remarked that only from now on is that he one-dimen- 
sional character of problem (8,) will play an important role in proving the 
existence of other solutions be ides U,> 0 and u, < 0, when n 2 2 in (9). 
So, we start byrewriting (8,) as 
N-l -u”-- r u’=f(u)+h+t& O<r< 1, u’(O)=u(l)=O, (16,) 
which in turn, again through the change of dependent variables u(r) = 
w(r) + U,(r), can be rewritten as 
-w"- Fw'=f+w+g(w+ U,)-g(U,), O<r< 1, (17a,) 
w’(0) = w( 1) = 0, tl7b) 
where we recall that g(s) -f(s) -f + s. 
LEMMA 3. The initial v ue problem 
-WI,--- 1- w’ =f+ w + g(w + U,(r)) - g( U,(r)), 0 < r < 1, 
r 
w(0) =a, w’(0) = 0, 
has a unique solution w(r) =w(r; a) which is defined for 0 d r < 1 and 
depends continuously on a ER. 
Proof Since -w”-((N- l)/r)w’= -(l/rN-I) (rN-‘w’)‘, it can be 
seen that he initial v ue problem inquestion is equivalent to the following 
Volterra integral equation 
’ w(r) =a + s K(r, a) F(a, w(o)) da, 0 
where F(o,s)=f+s+g(s+U,(a))-g(U,(a)) and K(r,a)=(a/(N-2)) 
[(a/r)N-2 - 11, when Na 3, or K(r, a) = CJ ln(g/r) when N = 2. Since the 
kernel K(r, a) is nice, the result follows from the standard theory of 
Volterra equations. 1 
THEOREM 4. Under assumption (9), there exists ,<0 such that for all 
t < t2 problem (17,) has at least n distinct nontrivial solutions wO, wI ,..., w, ~, 
with the property hat wj(r) has exactly j simple z ros in the open interval 
(0, 1) and ~~(0) < 0, j= 0 ,..., n - 1. (Therefore, for t <t2 problem (8,) has at 
least the n+ 1 distinct radial solutions U,,wj + U,, j= O,..., n - 1.) 
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Proof From Theorem 2 we already know 2 solutions forproblem 
(17,), namely w3 0 (corresponding to thepositive solution U, of (8,)) and 
w0 = U, - U, < 0 (corresponding to thenegative U, of (8,), provided t < t,. 
On the other hand, from Theorem 3 we have a solution %J=ii - U, of 
equation (17a,), for t< < such that W(r) has n simple zeros in the open 
interval (0,1) and W(O) <O (take C in (14,.?) so that he function V in (13) 
satisfies V(0)< 0). Therefore, in view of Lemma 3, we can use the idea of 
Lemma 2.3 in [4] to show that, for each 0<j< n, problem (17,) has a 
solution wj(r) with exactly j simple z ros in (0, 1) and such that ~~(0) < 0. 
4. THE CASE N = 3 
In the case that D is the unit ball B= B,(O) in R3 we are able to improve 
Theorem 4 and obtain 2n radial solutions for the Ambrosetti-Prodi 
problem (8,), t <0 sufficiently large. Namely, we have 
THEOREM 5. Let N = 3 and suppose (9) holds. Then, for all t < 0 suf- 
ficiently large, problem (17,) has at least 2n - 1 distinct ontrivial so utions 
w, , j = 0 ,..., n - 1, and Gj, j= l,..., n - 1, with the property hat wj and iGj 
have exactly j simple zeros in (0, 1) and ~~(0) < 0, Gj(0) > 0. (Therefore, for 
t < 0 sufficiently large, problem (8,) has at least he following 2ndistinct 
radial solutions: U,,wj + U,, j= 0 ,..., n - 1, Gj + U,, j= l,..., n - 1.) 
Proof: By making the change of variables v(r)=rw(r) and letting 
V,(r)rrU,(r), we transform (17,) into the problem 
-v”=f+v+g(r, v+ V,)-g(V,), O<r< 1, v(O)=v(l)=O, (18,) 
where g(r, v) = rg(v/r). Note that (9) (hence (12)) implies that $? is con- 
tinuous on[O, l] x R (by defining g(O, v) = (f + -f _ )v- ), g is of class C’ 
on (0, 1) x R, S, is continuous on [0, l] x (R\O) and satisfies 
lim u-t -cc ik, 0) =f - -f + , lim, + + co g,(r, v) = 0 uniformly for E [0, 11. 
Therefore, problem (18,) can be treated in asimilar manner as the problem 
in [4]. It then follows that (18,) has solutions uj,j= O,..., n - 1, and fij, 
j= l,..., n - 1, such that vi and cj have xactly j simple z ros in (0, 1) and 
u;(O) < 0, c;(O) >O. Going back to our original (dependent) variable we 
first claim that if u(r) is a solution of (18,), then w(r) =v(r)/r isa solution 
of (17,). Indeed, the only nonobvious property ocheck is that w(r) 
satisfies th  boundary condition w’(0) =O. For that we observe that any 
solution v(r) of (18,) satisfies v”(0) =0, so that using 1’Hospital’s ru e we
obtain 
lim w’(r) = lim ru’(r) -u(r) =lim rv”(r) v”(O) = o -=- . 
rl0 rl0 r2 rlo 2r 2 
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Consequently wi(r) = vi(r)/  and Gj(r) = Cj(r)/r are solutions f (17,) with 
the stated properties. 1 
Remark. We observe that in the case 52 is the region between two con- 
centric spheres inRN, say E < r < 1, we again obtain 2 radial solutions for
the corresponding Ambrosetti-Prodi p blem. Indeed, weare led to the 
o.d.e. problem (17a,), W(E) =w(1) =O, or yet, making the change of 
variable u( r)= r (N- ‘)“w(r), tothe self-adjoint problem 
-c”+~u=/+v+~(r, u+ V,)-g(r, V,), E<r< 1, r~(~)=u(l)=O, 
where C, = (N- l)(N- 3)/4, and V,(r) and g(r, v) are as before, 
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